June 11, 2010 Scouting Report – Golf Is Natural Even When Wet: Dollar spot increases, Keith
says Goodbye, Tim talks Fairy ring, and Nick elucidates on RSS
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
A weekly summary is interesting. Week to week a lot happens. And you write. So what
happened? It rained a lot. Last week the Chicago forecasters put together a rain potential line –
it bounced up and down. On the upper curve we were predicated to see some rain. And we did.
Of the past 7 days in Chicago, 4 were with thunderstorm activity. That’s wet. In June, landscape
and golf courses have largely been without need of irrigation. Words I learned this week that
refer to golf greens – zigzag, sticky, soft, wiggly, slow, bumpy, and puffy. I looked for a
reference. More like Dr. Seuss than Webster. Can such words describe a highly manicured golf
surface with daily or even hourly inputs? A record warm Spring has influenced our perception
of time, season, and the current environment. For some time it’s been feeling like Summer.

Scattered thunderstorms...our weather pattern as the landscape warms to summer. Settle 6-10-10
Day by day conditions change. Although we can influence plants aboveground and their root
zone below ground we cannot control either. Today, I was able to participate in a USGA
committee meeting. A light bulb went off in my head... Ouch. Difficulties like green speeds et
al. are not just happening in the upper Midwest. Mother Nature is a good tutor and we learn –
again. Logic tells us the game also teaches players. Sometimes we all need reminding. It’s a
difficult game and no two rounds are alike. Naturally!
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“The hum of air conditioners to fill the air...” http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/
“Surging temperatures and humidities in coming days are to plunge Chicago into the sultry grip
of June's most summerlike weather yet... Dew points, a measure of atmospheric moisture, surge
into the low and mid 70s in coming days---the same as those found in summer on the muggy
Gulf Coast. Humid air retains warmth which means nighttime lows in coming nights will be
hard-pressed to drop out of the 70s, particularly in the city. That's happened only once before this
year –two and a half weeks ago on May 24 when Chicago's official low failed to drop below 70.”

Since Memorial Day ‐ frequent rainfall is keeping landscape/turf lush
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N. Chicago ‐ Biltmore CC, N. Barrington
S. Chicago ‐ Crystal Tree, Orland Park
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W. Chicago ‐ Aurora CC, Aurora
Central IL ‐ Mt. Hawley CC, Peoria
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We Say Good Bye to Keith and Hello to Fairy Ring.
Today is Keith Rinckers last day. A wonderful person to work with. I will miss him just like
that Dr. Randy Kane. Anyhow, Keith says he learned to ‘Scout’ from me – with camera in hand.
You see, later those images might be useful. They give you a chronological way to keep track of
turfgrass health and issues. Monitor IPM stuff like disease (my favorite). Capture the beauty of
the landscape and the many critters that we enjoy – like birds, butterflys, and flowers. Show off
special projects. They are about the best teaching aid. Photos also keep major professors happy!

Keith documents fairy ring activity on a green - a cluster of puff balls. Sometimes this develops
in the center of green rings on golf greens. If it kills turf it can look like a target. Settle 6-10-10

Keith records pink patch and red thread within a susceptible tall fescue cultivar. Settle 6-10-10
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
Two years ago I started working with Derek and the CDGA to gain more experience and
exposure to the latest turfgrass research and especially the pathology of turfgrass across Illinois.
The greatest asset to me was learning from a variety of golf courses and learning from each of
them. What we see is unique because it is not just from one course but from all of our member
courses. Starting Monday I will take my experiences to the next stage in my life. I will return to
school and continue my interests in genetics and developing new plant varieties aka “plant
breeding”. I forget how funny that may sound to some, but the science and genetics of
developing a new plant with desirable characteristics has inspired me to continue my learning.
My interests in this field began in Carbondale years ago and developed into 5 new variety trials
on Sunshine and Shoreacres. Tall fescue, Kentucky blue and 3 bentgrass variety trials have been
installed by the CDGA crew in the past 14 months. Variety testing has been an important aspect
of CDGA research and matched my interests.

Southern roots: Our warm season teebox has loved the warm spring! A shot of fertilizer this
week and this teebox will be full of zoysia and bermudagrass this summer. Rincker 6-11-10
I decided to study genetics and plant breeding in field crops instead of turfgrass. Simply put,
there are more inputs in the development of field crop varieties than turfgrass varieties.
Interestingly, for every bag of corn or soybean seed purchased, a small portion goes back to
research and development of those crops. I will be learning more of the differences between
these crops and turfgrass for years to come. My work will be centered on soybeans (Glycine
max) and the resistance genes to brown stem rot (Phialophora gregata). I will have a lot of
learning ahead of me, like new scientific names. I am up to the challenge. Thank you to all who
have interacted with us and for the support I received while with the CDGA Turfgrass Program.
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@hotmail.com CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Fairy Ring Management
Early warmth this spring has been very conducive to
the development of fairy ring and as we transition
into the summer months, these basidiomycete fungi
can cause unsightly appearances on a golf course’s
highly maintained turf areas. Three very different
appearances are caused and have been categorized
by pathologists into three groups, numbered types 1
to 3:
Type 1 = dead rings
Type 2 = dark green rings
Type 3 = mushrooms or puffballs

D. Tully 5-22-10

The same fairy ring in any location can take on any of the above symptoms throughout the
season making this disease both interesting and mysterious. Superintendents often fear the worst
that ‘type 2’ symptoms will change to ‘type 1’ in the heat of the summer and devastate the turf.
Our Study
We are testing 13 different treatments (below) to compare newer chemistries of today for fairy
ring, and in addition two fertilizer programs, a Urea based at 0.15 lbs/M and a 3-tier program
with microbes. All treatments with the exception of the 3-tier (June 9) were initiated on May 14
at Kemper Lakes Golf Club, special thanks to superintendent Dan Tully for allowing us to use
one of his consistently effected greens for our fairy ring study.
Table 1. Treatments applied on a green in play at Kemper Lakes CC in Kildeer, Illinois, 2010.
Treatments
Interval
per 1,000 sq ft
Untreated Check
….
Urea 46-0-0
14 day
0.15 lbs N
ConSan Triple Action 20
14 day
1.6 fl oz
Fertilizer - 3 Tier Technology
14 day
Program started June 9
Headway + Revolution
28 day
2.4 fl oz + 6.0 fl oz
Headway G
28 day
2 lbs
Heritage TL + ProStar
28 day
2.0 fl oz + 4.5 oz
Tartan
28 day
2.0 fl oz
(Compass+Bayleton+pigmented)
Bayleton FLO (pigmented)
28 day
1.5 fl oz
ProStar 70WDG
28 day
4.5 oz
Heritage TL
28 day
2.0 fl oz
Triton FLO (pigmented)
28 day
1.1 fl oz
Tourney 50WD
28 day
0.37 oz
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Early Results
Four weeks following the initial treatments (no statistics applied yet – so consider as trends).
•

TartanSC appears very good at reducing visible fairy ring of both Intensity and area
affected. The product is a combination product of Bayleton (DMI) and Compass (QoI)
and also a pigment which may provide some additional masking capability.

•

Bayleton Flo and urea were able to reduce the visible percentage area affected and
maintain reduced visual intensities.

•

Heritage and Prostar combined provided no significantly greater result than the individual
Prostar treatment. Headway G was initiated on May 2 and may be too soon to compare.

The Charts below show the fairy ring intensities and the reduction of plot affected over the
duration of the study from May 14 to June 9.

Disease Intensity 1‐4 Scale (4 most severe)

Fairy Ring Intensity Ratings on June 9, 2010
25 days after First Trtd at 14d Interval, Headway G only 1 app
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Fairy Ring Reduction on June 9, 2010
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager

www.cdgaturf.com

There is that orange thing again... What is it and why does it keep showing up on my favorite
websites? I know I have asked myself this question before, have you? That orange symbol
designates that the website you are viewing offers an RSS feed.
Real Simple Syndication (RSS). Real Simple Syndication is a way to easily view headlines,
updates, and content from multiple websites in one location. An “RSS Feed” contains the
updated content from a single website using a standard format. Blogs are the most common RSS
feeds because they are constantly updated with new posts. RSS serves two major functions: to
inform you as soon as new content has been posted, and to present the information in a standard
format.
RSS Readers. Let’s say for example you have ten websites that you like to read on a frequent
basis. You could be like most people and visit each website one at a time... or you could use a
special program that gives you a notification once content has been posted. These programs are
called RSS Aggregators aka RSS Readers. An RSS Aggregator is a computer program that
works on your behalf to watch for new content on websites you care about. When something
new is posted the aggregator will display a notification that includes the article title, short
description, and link. This allows you to quickly glance through multiple headlines and move on
if you are not interested.
Ways to Subscribe. There are two ways to subscribe to an RSS feed. The first way is to visit the
website you want to subscribe to and select the orange RSS symbol. A window will pop up
asking which RSS aggregator you use, select your program and you are now subscribed. The
second option is to subscribe to an RSS feed through your RSS Aggregator by searching for the
website you want to subscribe to.
There are plenty of RSS Aggregators for
PC, Max, and Linux. The RSS Aggregator
that I use is Google Reader because it is
very simple (www.google.com/reader)
Plan and simple – I think everyone should
be using RSS feeds. ReadWriteWeb.com
did a great job describing RSS, “RSS
Readers allow users to control their flow of
information, whereas it's impossible to keep
up with the Twitter fire hose of real-time
information.” (terminology below)
1. RSS Feed – A website that you subscribe to in order to receive notifications.
2. Aggregator – A program that organizes RSS Feeds and notifications.
3. Notification – Sent to the aggregator when a new post is made. Contains the title,
description, and a link to the full article.
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Final images – Summertime means beans for Keith!

My beans. Beans (Phaelous vulgris) growing in our fence at central Illinois. Rincker 6-10-10

Bye. Keith Rincker (left) completed two seasons for the CDGA – back to school. Settle 6-10-10
Hot and Humid to come. Thank you for your continued support and
communication... Derek, Keith, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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